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Abstract

District heating systems are projected to face significant new challenges in terms of increasing requirements in
system dynamics handling, disturbance rejection and system efficiency. Therefore, a systematic approach to network
development is required.
Complexity is a defining characteristic of district heating systems. Piping network includes hundreds of consumers
and usually dozens of loops are present in the pipe network. Exact modeling of such a complex system is a difficult
task and model-based control approaches are only starting to emerge.
During high demand separate supplementary power plants are operated to satisfy the increased need for energy. To
run supplementary power plants is not only expensive, but also much more harmful to the environment compared to
solid-fuel main plants. The more the supplementary plants are used, the less economic and environmentally friendly
the district heating system becomes.
The aim of this work was to create a detailed mathematical model for a district heating system. Network of the city of
Kemi was used as an example. The results of the simulation were compared to measured data to verify the model.
Based on this model, a model predictive control strategy was applied to optimize the operation of power plants.
Results of the optimization were compared to the control policy used in Kemi in order to study the financial potential
of suggested strategy.
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Tiivistelmä

Kaukolämpöjärjestelmät tullevat kohtaamaan merkittäviä uusia haasteita vaatimuksien systeemin dynamiikan
hallinnan, häiriönsietokyvyn ja tehokkuuden suhteen tiukentuessa. Verkon kehittäminen vaatiikin systemaattista
lähestymistapaa.
Kaukolämpöverkolle luonteenomaisia piirteitä ovat verkon laajuus ja monimutkaisuus. Putkistossa asiakkaita on
satoja ja verkosto muodostaa jopa kymmeniä silmukoita. Verkon dynamiikan tarkka mallintaminen onkin vaikeaa.
Tästä johtuen mallipohjaisten säätömenetelmien käyttö kaukolämpöverkkojen hallinnassa on vasta alkutekijöissä.
Huippukulutustilanteissa käynnistetään erillisiä polttolaitoksia tyydyttämään lisääntynyt lämmöntarve. Varalla
olevien polttolaitosten ajaminen on paitsi kallista, myös kiinteää polttoainetta käyttävään päätuotantolaitokseen
verrattuna selkeästi haitallisempaa ympäristölle. Mitä vähemmän lisälaitoksia pidetään päällä, sitä taloudellisempi ja
ympäristöystävällisempi kaukolämpöverkko on.
Tämän työn tavoitteena oli luoda tarkka matemaattinen malli kaukolämpöjärjestelmästä jota hyödyntäen voitiin
rakentaa malliprediktiivinen säädin. Simuloinnin perusteella saatuja tuloksia vertailtiin Kemin kaukolämpöverkosta
mitattuun dataan tulosten oikeellisuuden varmistamiseksi. Optimoinnin tuloksia tarkasteltiin käytettyä
säätöperiaatetta vasten optimointimenetelmän tuomien hyötyjen arvioimiseksi.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
DH

District heating

KPA

“Kiinteä PolttoAine”; name of Kemi main plant

MPC

Model predictive control

c

specific heat capacity of water [J/(kgK)]

D

diameter of pipe [m]

E

total energy in water [J]

f

friction factor of pipe [-]

g

gravitational acceleration constant [m/s2]

H

lift height [m]

L

length of pipe [m]

m

mass of liquid [kg]

ṁ

mass flow of water in pipe [kg/s]

p

pressure of water [Pa]

P

power from pump [W]

q

volumetric flow of water in pipe [m3/s]

r

rotation speed of a pump [1/min]

R

pipe radius [m]

t

time [s]

T

temperature [K]

u

velocity of flow in reference to x [m/s]

x

location on streamline [m]

z

height of the water from fixed datum [m]

Φ

thermal energy [W]

ρ

density of water [kg/m3]

σ

thermal loss coefficient [ J/(m2sK)]

τ

delay [s]

ω

set of pipe parameters [-]
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1 INTRODUCTION
District heating system is a common method of warming houses and heating up
domestic water in the northern hemisphere. Hot water is pumped from power plants via
pipe network to consumers; domestic households, supermarkets, industrial buildings
etc.
District heating system is, and has been for a long time already, very stable from control
point-of-view. Control strategies are typically straightforward. Pumps are operated in a
way that sufficient pressure difference is provided for every consumer in the network.
The colder the temperatures outside, the warmer the water fed to the system at heat
plants. Based on experience, it can be said that this approach works.
There are reasons, though, why modeling and optimizing this system can bring
noticeable gains. For one, delays when transferring hot water long distances are
significant, and thus reacting to a sudden change in demand cannot be done instantly.
The usage of additional stand-by boilers is emphasized when prediction of future
demand changes and network dynamics are inaccurate.
Supplementary boilers burn expensive fossil fuels and are also not very efficient.
Should a detailed model of the system be available, additional information and
understanding of the network and its dynamics can be obtained. If a dynamic model is
available, a sophisticated Model Predictive Control approach can be implemented.
In this thesis a detailed model of district heating system was built based on a real-world
example from the city of Kemi. This model was validated against real data, and the
possibility of using it as a basis for a new control strategy was preliminarily studied. All
simulation and optimization work was done using Matlab.
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2 DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEMS
The basic idea of district heating (DH) is to minimize waste of energy. There are two
types of district heating; a centralized boiler that produces only heat and distributes it to
surrounding buildings, and Combined Heat and Power (CHP). In CHP plant, heat and
electricity are produced simultaneously. Considering a CHP plant and the effect of
produced electricity would drastically change the optimization problem. Since the DH
system we will use as a reference in this work, Kemi, does not include a CHP plant, it
will not be considered in this thesis.
Wide range of scientific research has been published in the field of water distribution
and modeling hydraulics of such a system. District heating, on the other hand, has not
attracted as much academic interest. Water distribution and DH share many physical
phenomena, though. In both applications water is being pumped according to demand to
consumers via closed pipes. When determining the water flows and pressures in these
systems, many same rules apply. (Benonysson et al. 1995, Modisette 2002, Bene et al.
2012)

2.1 Network
District heating system is a vast and complex system of pipes. The pipes of the district
heating system create a network in which water cycles. As stated in graph theory, pipes
and the points of interest between them can be considered as links and nodes,
respectively. With these two simple mathematical blocks a system of varying
complexity can be built and simulated.
It is not necessary to model each and every little piece of piping and whatnot of the
system. It is much more important to recognize the truly significant parts of the network
and work on those parts. As Chase et al. (1997: 61.) put it: to “achieve the desired level
of precision for an appropriate level of effort.” In this thesis high level of detail is used
when modeling Kemi network, see Chapter 5.
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2.2 Production plants
Boilers turn chemical energy into heat. At power plant, supply water’s temperature
entering into DH system is dictated. This is the one variable that the DH companies can,
and do, control.
A typical DH network has two kinds of power plants in it. Main plant(s), that is
supposed to run continuously throughout the year, and supporting plants, that are used
only when demand exceeds the capacity of main plant according to implemented control
strategy. Boilers used are different; main plant uses solid fuel boilers and supplementary
plants have oil- or gas boilers. Due to this difference main plants have the characteristic
of decreasing cost of operation per produced unit of energy as usage percentage rises,
whereas supplementary plants have practically the same expenses of production no
matter what the usage percentage is, demonstrated in Figure 1. Thus a clear aim of
operational optimization of DH network would mean minimizing the usage of
supplementary plants. (Energiateollisuus ry 2006: 467-468.)

Figure 1. Schematic of operation costs of two types of boilers

For a DH system it is normal to experience strong changes in demand according to time
of year in Nordic countries. During winter peaks, full capacity of main plant is not
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enough to satisfy the demand and smaller supplementary plants have to be used. On the
other hand, during summer the main plant may even have to be shut down since there is
not enough demand to comply with the minimum capacity of main boiler, and the little
demand in the grid is satisfied only with the supplementary plants. In Figure 2 an
example of this is shown. On left hand side percentage of system’s total heat production
capacity used is plotted as a function of time. The line at about 40 % signifies maximum
capacity of main plant, dotted line minimum production needed to keep it running. On
right hand side all the daily productions of the year are reorganized, from largest to
smallest. Dark area shows energy produced by main plant, white area by additional oil
boilers. Short term operational optimization studied in this thesis should decrease the
amplitude of daily peak productions on the left-hand side of the figure, and therefore
result in larger gray area in the right-hand side of the figure. (Energiateollisuus ry 2006:
41-42.)

Figure 2. Typical daily heat productions in a DH system during one year
(Energiateollisuus ry 2006: 42)

2.3 Pumps
Another main part of operational optimization of DH network is pump control. In an
optimal case, the rotation speed, and thus the power used by the pump, is just enough to
fulfill the required minimum pressure difference in network. In this thesis the
optimization of pump speed is not considered. The variable of pump speed is included
in the model, but it is not used as a parameter in optimization.
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Pumps are controlled by changing the rotation speed r of the pump. Affinity rules state
that volumetric flow is directly proportional to rotation speed, pressure head to rotation
speed squared and power to rotation speed cubed, see equation (1). (Energiateollisuus ry
2006: 169-174.)

( )

where

( )

(1)

q is volumetric flow through pump
r is rotation speed of pump
H is pressure head created by pump
P is power required by pump

Unfortunately, as Arvastson (2001: 85) points out, determining flow rates in district
heating system is not as “easy as one might hope”. Flows are not determined only by
pump work, flow depends also on consumer behavior.

2.4 Consumers
In DH system consumers buy heat. Consumers have secondary water loops in their
premises, to which heat exchangers provide energy from the district heating system’s
primary loop; one common configuration of this system is shown in Figure 3. Water
flowing in primary loop is shown in red; other flows are part of secondary loop. In
secondary loop the heat needed to warm up domestic water and rooms are taken through
separate heat exchangers, as in this example seen on the left- and right-hand sides,
respectively. The consumer can define the need for heat at their convenience. Consumer
has independent control for flow through their secondary loop.
Because temperature propagation is relatively slow and it has many restrictions set by
DH network characteristics, predicting consumer behavior is of paramount importance
in order to be able to warm up the supply water correctly in advance.
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District heating flow control

Domestic hot water control

Figure 3. An example configuration of a consumer’s secondary loop (Energiateollisuus
2013)

Different consumers have different needs and thus varying usage patterns. A domestic
household and an industrial plant should not be mistaken to have simultaneous peak
demands, for example. The task of creating reliable set of rules for prediction of
consumer behavior is a difficult one. Pinson et al. (2007) discusses the possibility of
using Finite Impulse Response to create adaptive estimation. Arvastson (2001) made a
lot of work in his doctoral thesis to be able to predict consumer behavior. In study of
Bøhm et al. (2002: Chapter 2.1) mathematics of consumer modeling is discussed,
assuming estimations of demand is already known. These studies show the scale of
work needed for predicting changes in consumer demand.
Consumer behavior is, in predictive control sense, stochastic disturbance. With
measurements it is possible to determine these daily- and yearly periodic changes and
determine disturbance variance etc. Thus it is possible to construct sufficiently good
prediction of consumer behavior solely based on historical data gathered earlier in
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similar climatic and operational conditions. (Nielsen et al. 2002: 19, Saarinen 2008: 3033, Selek et. al. 2013)
Creating a consumer model is out of scope in this thesis, instead scenarios will be
created in parallel with real measured data from Kemi, thus effectively getting
“predicted” demand pattern from database. In scope of this thesis, it is enough to know
that this topic has been studied and that it is possible to create a predictive consumer
model in the future.
When considering all consumers as a whole, district heating system works just like a
large heat exchanger for a power plant. Supply water is cooled down in hundreds of
counter-current principle heat exchangers in network and cool return water goes back to
plant.
Having a high temperature difference over a consumer is beneficial, for then lower
flows can be used. This brings savings in initial costs (as pipes can be smaller) as well
as in operating costs (as pumps require lower rotation speeds). Mathematically the
correlation between these variables can be presented as in equation (2).
(Energiateollisuus ry 2006: 155-156, 198.)
Φ = cpṁΔT
where

(2)

Φ is heat power [W]
cp is specific heat capacity of water [J/(Kkg)]
ṁ is mass flow of water [kg/s]
ΔT is temperature difference [K]

2.5 Heat storages
Since next-generation heat storages, based on cryogenics, salt or molecular bonds, are
not ready for industrial scale as of yet, the only practical mean to store heat is to warm
up a body of water. Kemi network does not contain any heat storages. But the network
of pipes filled with water is a sort of heat storage in itself. In Kemi the total volume of
water in the network is 2300 m3. It is large enough body of water to bind considerable
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amount of energy in it. The idea of warming up water before demand rises is called
charging, and it can be used for optimization when preparing for demand peaks.
Taking everything into account, optimal control of DH system is a complex problem
with several trade-off decisions. For example high supply temperature enables low
flows in system and therefore brings savings in pumping costs. But on the other hand
high temperatures and low flows increase thermal losses. With this and all other
dynamics of the system, many of them with large delays, it can be a difficult task for an
operator to figure out the optimal control actions.
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3 MODELING AND CONTROL OF DH SYSTEMS
Model is a collection of mathematical equations that successfully describes the behavior
of that real-life system of which it was built. With this model, system behavior can be
studied under various conditions without making any changes to the system itself.
(Chase et al. 1997: 53.)
Oftentimes the option of creating a full model of a given DH network is dismissed
either due to difficulties encountered in such task or restrictions set by calculation speed
available in computers. Instead simplifications, aggregation and black-box models are
used to overcome these problems. (Bøhm et al. 2002, Larsen et al. 2002, Auer 2009,
Grosswindhager et al. 2012)
Some type of model is usually required, for it is an integral part of novel control
strategies, and several methods have been tried in order to better control DH systems.
DH systems are difficult to model and control due to following characteristics they
have:
-

Large size.
Time-varying delays.
Coupled non-linearity of hydrodynamic equations.
Uncertainties in consumer behavior- and weather prediction.

3.1 Literature review
Bøhm et al. (2002) reports developing simple models of DH systems; idea of using
pseudo-dynamic model was brought up as part of simplifying the calculations. In
pseudo-dynamic modeling flow distribution is calculated in steady-state as a part of
dynamic network simulation. Due to much greater speed of migration in pressure
changes compared to temperature changes, practically no accuracy is lost using this
method, but great gains in computational efficiency are reached. Also from control
point-of-view, it is actually thermodynamics of the system that set more limitations to
operating the system compared to hydraulics. Heat flows cannot be distributed through
the network faster than the flow rate of water, roughly 1000 times slower than pressure
changes. When considering operational optimization, this is of great importance.
(Benonysson et al. 1995.)
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Significant problem when modeling DH network is the sheer amount of calculations
that has to be done. A network of several hundred consumers and over thousand pipe
sections can still be considered to be a small one. Larsen et al. (2002) studied the
possibility of scaling down the numbers by aggregating aggressively. The study
indicates that it could be possible to use less than 1% of original network components
and still be able to accurately simulate characteristics of original network. The network
studied did not include any loop structures, thus making usability of this aggregation
method universally for all networks susceptible to doubt.
Even maximum aggregation can be done, i.e. full network modeled as a point load
(Saarinen 2008). Network dynamics can be seen in such set-up only as varying time
delay. This model is an empirical black-box model created solely based on measured
data and creating rules connecting input- and output variables.
Due to complexity and non-linearity experienced in DH systems, black-box modeling
has generally been reported as an attractive option. Fuzzy method has been attempted to
be used with DH networks, relying on expert knowledge of operators and finding
correlations between process variables and outputs. Grosswindhager et al. (2012) made
a case study of building a fuzzy model using finite impulse response to handle the nonlinearity caused by changes in water flows and, as a result, delays experienced in
aggregated DH system. Also Auer (2009) used fuzzy model to simulate DH network
behavior, explicitly stating that creating a deterministic full model of network is
impossible.
Multiple commercial software packages for modeling DH network behavior can be
found. Free software Epanet 2 is widely used in calculations for water distribution
networks. In this thesis Epanet 2 is used to validate hydraulics calculations in Chapter
3.2.5. (Rossman 2000)
In general, detailed simulation results gained with commercial software packages,
GRADES Heating, MODiS, pfcsf/pfctf or TERMIS, to name a few, are used for
network design or for creating updated control curves for operators. These packages are
used in separate project to analyze the network itself, to find constants such as critical
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pressure points from the network. They are not used on-line, however; no reports were
found on integrating these simulators in a MPC controller’s optimization cycle.
Benonysson et al. (1995) made the first implementation of operational optimization
based on dynamic model of the network. Systems of consumers, the network and
production plants were built using different assumptions. Common factor for all models
was the use of node method. Goal of the research was to minimize production costs by
manipulating supply temperatures. Optimization itself was done using a standard, given
optimization package. Research concluded that with aggressive control of supply
temperature better results are gained compared to simple control strategies. Also, in
order to be able to successfully apply such active control, the model of the DH system
has to reflect the complex physical characteristics of the complete system. The impact
of this research was that it proved that it is possible to integrate DH network model and
MPC strategy.
Nielsen et al. (2002) used simple stochastic model to determine network dynamics in
respect of critical points. Implemented on this model is Extended General Predictive
Controller (XGPC) to bring savings in a real-life DH network in Copenhagen area.
Deterministic “perfect” model was deemed unnecessary due to stochastic nature of
predictions needed in XGPC; the accuracy gained with expense of increased
computational time would be lost anyway. The controller was proved to bring the
desired outcome and lower the supply temperature without breaking any of the several
restrictions set.
Sandou et al. (2008) made a preliminary study about using particle swarm optimization
in a small imaginary test network. The drawback of this strategy is that it is heuristic by
nature. Therefore no certainty can be given on the control signal being global optimum.
Benefits of faster calculation are somewhat lost due to the amount of knowledge needed
to make proper initial guesses and analyzing the viability of results.
The control strategy implemented by Saarinen (2008) is feedback control that takes the
delays experienced in the network into consideration. Model is able to evaluate the
system dynamics and supply water temperature set-point is not only a function of
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outside temperature, but also of network delay. The approach is very different from
other proposals.
Auer (2009) built a heuristic fuzzy controller to optimize heat production in Oulu DH
system. This controller was implemented on-line and it reportedly gave improved
results. The drawback of this strategy is that even when implemented on-line, the
controller was not working independent, operators were continuously observing and
evaluating the control results given by the controller.
Grosswindhager et al. (2012) implemented Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC), the first
MPC algorithm developed, to control supply temperature. As the model used to describe
network dynamics was fuzzy, also the controller is configured to be fuzzy DMC. The
complexity of DH network operational optimization is brought up when results are
discussed; in different scenarios the optimum is different due to the trade-off between
heat losses and pump costs. The higher the supply temperature, the more heat losses but
the less pumping needed.
Based on created Kemi DH network model, an established MPC algorithm is
implemented in this thesis. MPC is tested in a few scenarios to determine if this method
has potential to bring savings and whether it should be further examined. Optimization
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

3.2 Modeling principles used in this thesis
In this thesis the approach to DH network modeling is a bit different from what can be
found in literature. Academic interest, combined with curiosity to test if it is possible,
strive this research towards creating a white-box model, i.e. model based on a set of
physical equations that describe the behavior of the Kemi DH system. Aim is to
implement all available geometric and physical data of the network and run precise
flow, delay and temperature migration calculations accordingly.
This brings restrictions for the scope of this thesis. As opposed to majority of previous
research done in this field, the focus is not in making good predictions of future heat
load changes or having a product that can directly be implemented on-line. Rather, the
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focus of this work is in creating a detailed deterministic model of DH network, design
the calculation routine efficient enough for computational power available to be able to
use the simulator on-line, robust enough to be implemented with moderate effort to any
DH network and to verify the model against real-life measured results.
3.2.1 Assumptions and simplifications
Pipes of DH network are filled with water, and under all circumstances water stays in
liquid form. With liquid water, it can be assumed that amount of compression is
negligible. Therefore density can be considered to be constant and derivative of it zero.
The assumption of incompressible fluid enables the decoupling of hydraulics and
thermodynamics calculations. This so-called pseudo-dynamic calculation is used to
simplify the calculations. Hydraulics is solved without transient. At temporary hydraulic
steady-state the delays and temperature migration are calculated. Sampling rate for
hydraulics is one hour, because transient behavior is omitted, for thermodynamics one
minute to include transients.
Ranne (1989) suggested that dissipation, the transformation of pressure loss into heat,
does have some importance in DH network’s main transmission pipes where flow
velocities are high. This phenomenon is not taken into consideration in this thesis;
energy of pressure loss is assumed to be completely lost from the system.
The city of Kemi is on the coast of Gulf of Bothnia, on flat ground. Therefore elevation
differences of pipes are neglected. It is also assumed that surrounding ground
characteristics in respect to thermal losses experienced in pipes do not vary very much
within the timeframe of one day; thermal loss coefficients are considered to be
constants.
Flows through consumers are known a priori. In the scenarios used in this thesis, exact
measured data is used. This way flows in branches can be calculated in a
straightforward manner based on consumers attached to that particular branch. Only
flows in loops require additional computation.
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Friction factors are assumed to be constants in all pipes. Solving friction factor would
have to be included in the iteration cycle of hydrodynamics.
With these assumptions, three physical variables need to be known in order to fully
model the behavior of the system; pressure, temperature and flow. Also three
independent equations can be written; mass-, energy- and momentum conservation
laws. Therefore system can be modeled explicitly.
3.2.2 Mass conservation
The law of mass conservation states that all mass that flows into the system has to either
accumulate into the system or flow out from the system. Mass can only accumulate in
changes of density. Thus the variables needed for law of mass conservation are density
and velocity of flow. Law of mass conservation is expressed mathematically as in (3).
( (
where

))

( (

) (

))

(3)

t is time
x is location on length axis of the pipe
ρ is density of water
u velocity of the flow in reference to x

With assumptions used, equation (3) can be written as in (4):
(

(

))

(4)

Derivative being zero means that velocity of flow cannot change in a link. More
specifically for DH pipe network calculations, (4) can be expressed as (5):
∑ ̇

∑ ̇

Equation (5) can be written for every node in the system.

(5)
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3.2.3 Energy conservation
The law of energy conservation states that energy is never lost or created, it can only
change form. Energy is added into DH system at power plants (heat) and pumps
(pressure). Energy leaves the DH system as pressure losses, due to friction with pipe
walls, and heat losses, due to conduction to surrounding ground and at consumers’ heat
exchangers.
The Bernoulli equation is a popular equation used to describe liquid flows. To formulate
Bernoulli equation, we begin with the notion that liquid flowing through a pipe segment
has two types of energy that can be stated in three terms conserved in it; potential
energy due to elevation, potential energy due to pressure applied to it and kinetic
energy. As a sum of all three, equation (6) is obtained to determine amount of energy in
a flow. (Jeppson 1976: 11-14, Akan et al. 1996: 77-78.)
E = mgz + mp/ρ + mu2/2
where

(6)

E is total energy in liquid flow
m is mass of the liquid
g is gravitational constant
z is height of the given point from fixed datum
p is the fluid pressure

Bernoulli’s principle, based on law of conservation of energy, states that the energy E is
constant along a streamline, pending energy subtracted from or added to the system.
Denoting the energy flows over the boundaries of system with function h(q,ω) and
writing Bernoulli equation of pressure difference between the start- and end point of
given link, which can be a pipe, a pump or heat exchanger, gives (7):
p(0) = p(L) ± h(q,ω)
where

(7)

L is length of link
q is volumetric flow in link
ω is a set of link parameters affecting the gains and/or losses of pressure within link

Function h(q,ω) depends on the type of link and flow conditions. It includes pressure
losses experienced, pressure created by pump and pipe physical characteristics.
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3.2.4 Hydraulics calculations
To mathematically describe the liquid flows in the network, two main principles are
given by Chase et al. (1997: 56-57.); conservation of mass and conservation of energy.
All flows coming into a node have to equal flows going out from the node and head
losses within the system must balance, respectively. In steady-state, the pressure losses
experienced in a loop are equal to the pressure created in pumps, i.e. equation (7) has to
be fulfilled. Equations (5) and (7) have to be satisfied simultaneously. Based on this, all
steady-state flows in system can be calculated.
When water is flowing in a pipe, a pressure loss due to friction between the liquid and
pipe wall exists. Both Chase et al. (1997: 71.) and Jeppson (1976: 25.) conclude that the
most accurate mathematical method for modeling the friction part of this loss, denoted
as hf, is derived with theoretical Darcy-Weisbach equation (8).
(8)

where

f is friction factor of the pipe
D is diameter of the pipe

To use this equation, friction factor f has to be determined. Essential breakthrough in
defining friction factor was experimental work done by Nikuradse (1933), where he
found f to depend on Reynolds number Re and pipe wall’s relative roughness, e/D.
Based on his experiments it was proved that friction factor varies depending on whether
the flow in the pipe is laminar or turbulent. A Moody diagram, from which friction
factors can easily be read as a function of Reynolds number and relative roughness, is
shown in Figure 4. Since the scope of this work is only to demonstrate the possibility of
using deterministic model based MPC optimization, exact friction factor calculation is
not implemented, it is assumed to be constant. (Jeppson 1976: 25-33, Energiateollisuus
ry 2006: 199-203.)
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Figure 4. Moody diagram from which values for friction factor can be read

One objective of this work is to make optimization fast enough for the possibility of
implementing it on-line in the future. A predictive control scheme simulates the process
numerous times within optimization cycle, thus simulation should be very fast.
Calculating steady-state hydraulics for a network with more than 1600 pipes, as in Kemi
case, requires additional consideration in regard of calculation procedure.
Computational methods that are efficient enough for pipe network simulation have been
studied for a few decades already. First systematic effort of analyzing water pipe
networks was published by Hardy Cross in 1936. In the early 80’s Almássy et al. (1981)
released a paper introducing the idea of using base flows to reduce number of
calculations within the hydraulics solver as an effort to enable analysis of larger
networks. For example Todini et al. (1988) further refined this idea and nowadays
several commercial network hydraulics solvers exist that can solve very complex
systems very efficiently. Solvers presented, however, are not solely derived on
mathematical basis, oftentimes simplifications are done based on engineering
knowledge. In this work, a slightly modified, solid mathematical hydraulics solver
developed in the research group was used.
Hydraulics is a system of coupled non-linear equations; therefore direct solution is not
possible. The obtained formulae are solved by using Newton-Raphson iteration that uses
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first order linear approximation. These steps are well documented in literature of the
field, for example in Jeppson (1976).
3.2.5 Hydraulics validation
Epanet is widely used hydraulics calculation software for pressurized pipe networks. It
is free software created by U.S Environmental Agency and found to be reliable. Even
though it is created to model movement and transformations of treated water within a
drinking water distribution system, the hydraulics are calculated similarly in DH
network and Epanet can be used to verify our model’s results.
Tests were done with three different imaginary network geometries. Comparing our and
Epanet results made it evident that our computation routine yielded reliable results. In
addition our script was fast; finding the solution took only a fraction of a second. Three
cases of varying complexity were built both in Epanet and in solver used in this thesis.
All these three cases were with imaginary network geometry and parameters. Case 1
had only one loop, Case 2 had three, Case 3 fifteen loops. Case 2 was the same as the
one used as a test case for optimization, described in Chapter 6. The results of
hydrodynamics validation are shown in Table 1.
Results are also investigated over extended period of time with varying demand
patterns. These tests included scenarios when supplementary plant had to be turned on.
Epanet results of this type of test can be seen in Figure 5. Corresponding results
calculated with used solver are presented in Figure 6.
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Table 1: Flows in all pipes in the three cases of hydraulics validation
Solver:
Link ID

Epanet:

Solver:

CASE 1

Epanet:

Solver:

CASE 2

Epanet:

CASE 3

Pump 1

121.306

120.12

50.1084

50.11

59.6312

59.63

Pump 2

178.694

179.88

49.8916

49.89

59.3688

59.37

Pipe 1

178.694

179.88

38.3253

38.32

42.5261

42.53

Pipe 2

300

300

10

10

28

28

Pipe 3

200

200

18.3253

18.32

7.5092

7.52

Pipe 4

178.694

179.88

10

10

7

7

Pipe 5

300

300

1.6747

1.68

6.5076

6.52

Pipe 6

200

200

10

10

7

7

Pipe 7

100

100

21.6747

21.68

20.53

-20.55

Pipe 8

100

100

28.2169

28.22

38.8381

38.82

Pipe 9

18.2169

18.22

24.8466

24.83

Pipe 10

8.2169

8.22

10.861

10.85

Pipe 11

1.7831

1.78

3.895

3.91

Pipe 12

11.7831

11.78

17.105

17.09

Pipe 13

38.3273

38.32

42.526

42.53

Pipe 14

10

10

28

28

Pipe 15

18.3173

18.32

7.5092

7.5

Pipe 16

10

10

7

7

Pipe 17

1.6727

1.68

6.5076

6.52

Pipe 18

10

10

7

7

Pipe 19

21.6727

21.68

20.53

20.53

Pipe 20

28.2188

28.22

38.8381

38.84

Pipe 21

18.2188

18.22

24.8466

24.84

Pipe 22

8.2188

8.22

10.861

10.85

Pipe 23

1.7812

1.78

3.895

3.9

Pipe 24

11.7812

11.78

17.105

17.1

Pipe 25

0.017

0.02

Pipe 26

0.0168

0.04

Pipe 27

0.0146

0.02

Pipe 28

0.0085

0.01

Pipe 29

0.017

0.03

Pipe 30

0.0168

0.02

Pipe 31

0.0146

0.01

Pipe 32

0.0085

0
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Figure 5. Flows through plants in test network over 24-hour varying demand, Epanet

Figure 6. Flows through plants in test network over 24-hour varying demand, solver
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3.2.6 Thermodynamics calculations
In DH network energy is sold to consumers as heat. The energy produced in power plant
is transferred to consumers as warm water. Therefore modeling the dynamics of
temperature migration is of paramount importance. When selecting the proper method
of thermal modeling this importance has to be taken into consideration. Modisette
(2002) made a study of impact of different methods to accuracy. In the study the
uncertainty associated with thermal characteristics of the system is discussed, for
example the conduction of heat into the surrounding ground. Even the best model can
be only as good as the data used to drive it.
Due to importance of thermal modeling the very simplest methods cannot be used. On
the other hand, due to lack of exact knowledge about thermal characteristics the most
sophisticated models, where energy, mass and momentum are solved simultaneously
along with transient heat conduction to ground equations, would be excessively
laborious to compute compared to gains in accuracy.
Pseudo-steady model with moving knots is described by Modisette (2002) to be in the
middle ground of the two extremes. This method is also used in this thesis and
described briefly in this chapter.
Arvastson (2001: 128-130) and further Sandou et al. (2007) derived discrete
temperature migration equation for modeling from energy conservation law. The
equations used in this thesis can be seen in (9) and (10). The temperature propagation
time (delay) τ through a pipe is determined and then the temperature in next node, as
shown in (9) and (10), respectively.
∫

̇( )

( )
where

(9)

( )

( ( )

σ is thermal loss coefficient

)

(

(

))

(10)
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DH network is a two-layered structure. Supply- and return pipes create identical halves
of network. They are connected to each other only via consumers and power plants.
While individual consumer behavior changes can affect the network dynamics only
slightly, turning on and off supplementary plants can have a great effect on network
topology. Flow directions even in main loops may change. Therefore it is not simple to
determine the delays τ in pipes of network. In calculation, the concept of moving knot
has to be used.
Let’s assume water to flow from left to right in a pipe. Taking a control volume, a knot,
of water from starting point of the pipe we can follow its progress through the length of
pipe. Should the direction of flow remain constant for the duration of delay, the
temperature of this knot at the end of the pipe will be the temperature it had in the
beginning, minus thermal losses. But should the flow direction change before, knot will
turn back towards the beginning of the pipe and, eventually, node temperature is
determined by temperature in that same node time τ(t) ago. Implementing moving knot
in temperature migration calculations, it is possible to take changing flow directions into
consideration.
With moving knot, using equations (9) and (10) is rather straightforward. Delay- and
temperature migration updates are calculated with time step of one minute. To save
computational time, all delay and thermodynamic calculations are done in matrix form
simultaneously for all nodes in network.
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4 KEMI DH NETWORK
District heating network of city of Kemi was modeled in this thesis. The actual full
network structure can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Kemi DH network structure: pipes (red), consumer (blue) and production
plants (black). Production plants are 1: KPA, 2: Karjalahti, 3: Metsä-Botnia, 4:
Takajärvi, 5: Witermo and 6: Eteläntie (Kemin Energia 2014)
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Network has 434 consumers, over 90 km of supply- and return pipes, two booster
pumps and six power plant locations with nine separate boilers in total. The booster
pumps are both located in return line of the network. One is a separate pump station
near Eteläntie plant; another is actually Takajärvi plant when it is not used to produce
heat into the network.
Of the plants, one is main plant (KPA 1) and one is industrial heat provider (MetsäBotnia) that can sell energy to network. The remaining plants are typical oil burning
supplementary plants. Information about Kemi plants is listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Power plants of Kemi DH network
Name of plant:

Type:

Minimum
production:

Maximum
production:

Notes:

Takajärvi

Supplementary

3 MW

12 MW

Pump of plant
can be used as
booster pump

Witermo
Eteläntie

Supplementary
Supplementary

1.5 MW
3 MW

5 MW
12 MW

KPA 1

Main

6 MW

37.5 MW

KPA 2

Supplementary

3 MW

12 MW

Karjalahti 1, 2 & 3

Supplementary

3 MW

28 MW

Metsä-Botnia

Industry

0 MW

30MW

Never
used
under normal
circumstances
Includes
exhaust
gas
heat extraction
Same location
as main plant
Three separate
oil boilers at
same location
Industrial
complex, sells
heat to network

Building materials of pipes give restriction on highest possible water temperature,
120°C. Pipe network has been designed to withstand maximum pressure of 1.6 MPa.
Every consumer has to be provided with 70 kPa pressure difference to enable them to
control their secondary loop adequately.
Also some soft restrictions exist, rules of thumb that would be good to follow. When
changing the temperature, rate of change should be no faster than 2°C per 6 minutes. All
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plants should give water of roughly the same temperature to the network; maximum
difference between plants should be 10 °C.
Control strategy used in Kemi is typical linear dependency of supply water temperature
on outside temperature. The colder it is outside, the hotter the supply water temperature
leaving from main plant to network. When capacity of main plant is not enough to
satisfy the supply water temperature set point, supplementary plants are turned on.
Graph of this strategy can be seen in Figure 8. For example, when outside temperature
is -14°C, supply water temperature leaving main plant should be 94.2°C.
This strategy is purely reactive method. It does not take into consideration expected
changes in network behavior. It is also noteworthy that no temperature measurements
from within the network are used as feedback control. This strategy does work
exceptionally robust and relatively effectively for a system as complex as a DH
network.

Figure 8. Kemi plant output control strategy (Kemin Energia 2014)

With the implemented control strategy, energy was produced as shown in Figure 9 in
2012. In the figure, daily average productions are plotted as a function of time over a
full calendar year. Also in the figure inverse daily average outside temperatures are
shown. Of the production methods, KPA and exhaust gas heat extraction, illustrated as
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dark- and light green respectively, are desired and the percentage of heat produced by
them should be maximized. The heat bought from industry, MB, illustrated in blue, is
also a relatively cheap and good source of heat. The heat produced by separate oil
burners, illustrated in red, should be minimized.

Figure 9. Kemi network daily productions and production methods in 2012 (Kemin
Energia 2014)

In addition to control of temperature in network, also pressures in network are
controlled. In order to make secondary loop flow control possible, DH provider has to
maintain a minimum pressure in every part of network. This is done by measuring
pressure difference in critical points of network and determining pump speeds
accordingly. Because changes in flow and pressure travel through the network at the
speed of sound in water, approximately 1200 m/s, traditional feedback control is
implemented.
Applying the predictive control strategy discussed in this thesis in operational
optimization can bring savings for both plant- and pump costs. Plant costs can be
reduced by preparing for consumption peaks and charging the network. This also affects
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the pumping costs by increasing the supply temperature during peak consumption, thus
reducing the flow through consumers and, consequently, radically reducing the total
flow in DH system.
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5 KEMI NETWORK MODEL
All relevant information was gathered from Kemin Energia DH company to build an
accurate model of Kemi DH system. The geometry of the Kemi network was readily
available. Network geometry modeled and used in simulation is illustrated in Figure 10.
When compared to actual network of Kemi, shown in Figure 7, a high level of similarity
can be seen. In model, each link (pipe, consumer, plant, pump) and node (point-ofinterest; pipe junction) is numbered. As an example, node numbering in the supply side
network layer of the city center area is shown in Figure 11. In total, the full network
model consists of 1151 nodes and 1615 links.

Figure 10. Network pipes (red lines) and nodes (blue circles) modeled in Matlab model
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Figure 11. Example of network node numbering from the supply side network layer of
the city center area

Available information of power plants in Kemi network was listed in Chapter 4, Table
2. In addition to production minimums and maximums, also information about pumps
used in plants and booster pumps is needed. Obtaining accurate pump curve data turned
out to be impossible and new tests will have to be conducted in order to model pumps
realistically. Running such tests is out of scope of this work, and estimates based on
vague data shall be used instead. An example of pump curve estimates is shown in
Figure 12. Peurasaari is a booster pump; Takajärvi can be used either as a power plant
or a booster pump.
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Figure 12. Example of pump curve values used in Kemi model

Whereas network- and pipe geometric data is easy to obtain and use, pipe characteristics
such as thermal loss coefficient and relative roughness are basically unknown. DH
companies have no use for this type of information and therefore no accurate values are
known. Pipe types are known, though, and estimates of pipe characteristics can be done.
Accuracy of such estimations is suspicious due to changes in each value over time; new
pipe has much better characteristics than a 15-year old pipe. In order to obtain exact
pipe characteristics, extensive tests should be done. Estimates are used instead of exact
values.
Extensive measurement data about network state is gathered continuously. This includes
data used to control the system; plant productions, pump speed, pressures in critical
points, outlet water temperature from plants, outside temperature, and flows through
pumps. Also data needed for billing the consumers is gathered; temperature of water
arriving and leaving and flow through consumer. All stored data is available.
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The estimated parameters of network can be calibrated by comparing results from
simulation with measured data. By making changes in estimated values, matching
results should be reached.

5.1 Kemi DH system simulation cases
Three dates with different network conditions were chosen to be simulated with our
network model. In all these three cases the unknown model parameters are calibrated.
After calibration, each case is evaluated based on how well the model can replicate real,
measured dynamics of the network. Information about the three selected scenarios is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Information of the scenarios selected for case study of Kemi DH system model
Case

Date of

Pumps and plants used

Additional

number case
1

information

25.10.2013 Only KPA in production, Takajärvi used The “normal”
as booster

2

13.6.2014

scenario

KPA and Metsä-Botnia in production, The “normal” when
Takajärvi used as booster

3

19.2.2014

KPA

and

Witermo

KPA is not enough
in

Takajärvi used as booster

production, Witermo on only
for a few hours

5.1.1 Case 1
Hydrodynamically, it is possible to calibrate Takajärvi pump in relation to KPA pump
to match the flow going through booster, since a case of main plant and Takajärvi
booster pump being on is considered. Thermodynamically, thermal loss coefficients can
be adjusted for temperatures to match measured ones.
Following figures demonstrate how well simulated results can be made to match with
measured ones. Measured flow through booster pump is compared to simulated flow in
two cases; with all original assumptions as set and with adjustments made to pump
curve. These comparisons are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. Flow through booster
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pump is used because it is the only valid comparable flow measurement. Unfortunately
no more than one such measurement exists that can be used for hydrodynamics
validation. Based on these figures the conclusion can be made that with adjustments to
parameters, accurate simulations can be made.

Figure 13. Measured flow through Takajärvi booster pump compared to non-tuned
simulation results

Figure 14. Measured flow through Takajärvi booster pump compared to simulation
results with tuned parameters
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Once hydraulics of the model are set to match measured values with acceptable
accuracy, delays of flows in pipes and temperature migration throughout the network
can be calculated. For different types of pipes used in Kemi network, thermal loss
coefficients have been estimated. These estimates are calibrated by multiplying them
with a coefficient. Errors between measured and simulated temperatures in 420 nodes
(all available measurements from supply-side) are shown in Figure 15. In this figure, for
every hour of simulation the differences are grouped as follows; the blue box begins
from 25th percentile of data and ends at 75th percentile. Therefore the blue box includes
50% of the data points. The black whiskers include all data, extending from the smallest
value of data to the largest. Relative temperature error (compared in Celsius degrees) in
nodes is shown in Figure 16.
In measurement data, several sources for disturbances are found. Especially
measurement devices used at consumer locations are prone to malfunctions. A
malfunction in such device not only produces false data for the durations of the
malfunction, but also for extended period of time after malfunction has been corrected,
even up to a month.
In simulated data, local sources of severely corrupted data can be found. For the
consumers from whom there is no measured consumption data available, a very small
consumption is assumed. If this consumer happens to be at an end of a pipe branch,
losses in that section are unreasonable high. If from that same consumer temperature
measurement is available, however, the error between measured and simulated
temperatures is very high. The most extreme errors are due to this.
Medium simulation errors can be found in clusters in certain areas of the network. In
these areas pipe characteristics should be re-checked.
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Figure 15. Temperature error between measured values and simulated value in 420
nodes around the system

Figure 16. Percentage of temperature error between measured values and simulated
value in nodes

Even though the largest errors are far from acceptable, the 25th and 75th percentiles are
well aligned with reality. Vast majority of node temperature errors (about 390 of them)
are within 6 degrees or within 8% error margin. Making experiments on pipes and
defining exact values for thermal losses, the error could be narrowed down to be
smaller. Also the apparent wave-form of the errors could be avoided by modeling
consumer behavior in detail. At the moment constant temperature drop over each
consumer is assumed, whereas in real life it changes a bit according to demand.
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In Figure 17, absolute temperature errors are put on map of Kemi network. Each dot
represents a node with both simulated and measured temperature value. The color of the
node indicated how close to each other these values are.

Figure 17. Absolute temperature error between measured values and simulated value in
nodes placed on a map of the network
A cluster of medium errors can be seen in the north tip of the network. An industrial
plant is located at the end of the pipe. This plant sells heat to the network, thus flows in
this pipe can be large and pipe with large diameter is installed. In this scenario the plant
is off, though, and no flow goes through it. Therefore the flow in the long pipe is small,
and compared to its diameter very small. Delay in pipe gets high and, as a consequence,
losses too. Because differences in measured and simulated temperature are constantly
high in this area, something in the model is incorrect about this dynamic.
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With calibrated scenarios, the model can be used to investigate the dynamics of the
system with great detail. Graphical presentation of temperature migration and flow
directions and velocities for example are of high value when wanting to understand
behavior of the network as a whole. Matlab movies can be used to present changes in
network state during the length of simulation. As an example two frames of such movie
are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19 to illustrate how warmer water pumped from
main plant migrates towards outer parts of the network.

Figure 18. Node temperatures in Kemi network (1/2)
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Figure 19. Node temperatures in Kemi network (2/2)

Several interesting findings can be made of the network with the simulator. Consumers
with the lowest pressure difference and lowest supply water temperature are generally
found at the extreme ends of branch structures. This is self-evident and these points can
be found by simply looking at the map of the network. With this type of model of the
network, however, additional critical points can be found. There are consumers in loop
structures who experience high delays for water to arrive from plant and therefore low
supply temperatures because they are located in point where incoming flow is coming
from both directions of the loop. As opposed to end of branches, these critical points are
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not fixed either; their location varies depending on which plants are on and how the
pumps are operated. This information cannot be obtained without this kind of detailed
model.
Also interesting information of why the network behaves in a way it does is found.
Kemin Energia has had problems with supplying warm enough water to the bottomright corner of the network during high demand. Reasons for these difficulties have
remained unknown. With these simulations one reason can be seen: When main plant in
the center of the network begin to produce warmer water than before, the main bulk of
this warm-water frontier travels to bottom-right corner through the lower part of the
large loop. Small portion of water, though, travels to the same corner through upper part
of the loop. This upper part has significantly longer delays than the lower part.
Therefore by the time that the warm-water frontier has reached the bottom-right branch
through the lower part of the loop, considerably cooler water is mixed to it from the
upper part of the loop.
Similar graphical presentation can be made for flows in network as was done to
temperatures; this can be seen in Figure 20. The blue arrows are located on the map and
their point to the direction of the flow. The colored dots on top of the arrows indicate
the amount of water flowing in that link. Note that even though the largest mass flows
in pipes are over 120 kg/s, all flows higher than 4 kg/s are of same red color. This
scaling was done in order to differentiate the flow variations in smaller pipes.
Oftentimes it is not clear to which direction water flows in pipes due to complex looped
structure of DH network. The directions, clearly, are also not always the same, but they
change according to plants being turned on/off and changes in demand. This type of plot
is very informative in that respect. When zoomed in, all information is quickly seen. A
zoom of city center flows is shown in Figure 21. City center is of interest in case of
Kemi; there was no certain knowledge of the direction of the flows before-hand.
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Figure 20. Frame from movie illustrating link mass flow directions and values in Kemi
network

Figure 21. Mass flows in DH pipes, zoomed in city center area
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5.1.2 Case 2
As an additional heat plant is turned on, the flow conditions in network change.
Calibrating the unknown parameters is more difficult as there is one more pump and
loop active in the system. Results of simulation after calibration are not as accurate as in
first case.
With calibration, flows going through plants were well aligned with measured values, as
presented in Figure 22. The dynamics of how return-side flow enters back to supplyside was well calibrated.

Figure 22. Flows through the two active heat plants in case 2

Simultaneously with plant flows, also dynamics of how flow is divided between the
loops should be calibrated. Comparison of measured and simulated flows through
Takajärvi booster pump was used to evaluate success of this calibration, as shown in
Figure 23. Tuning the unknown parameters in a way that both dynamics would be
accurately simulated simultaneously turned out to be a difficult task since a change in a
given parameter affects all dynamics of the system, not only the one part in which the
change was wanted. Simulated and measured values do not correlate very well.
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Figure 23. Flow through Takajärvi booster pump in case 2

Since error in flow dynamics is larger in case of two plants being on, also temperature
errors increase. Using the measured and simulated temperature information in 420
nodes of supply side, the absolute errors vary as shown in Figure 24 during a 24-hour
simulation. In the case of only one plant being on, vast majority of temperature errors
were held within 6 degrees. In the case of two plants and less accurate tuning, errors are
much larger. Several nodes experienced errors of 20 to 30 degrees. Since supply
temperatures in a DH network are between 60 and 120 degrees Celsius, errors of this
magnitude can be considered to be unacceptable.

Figure 24. Absolute temperature errors in DH network in case 2
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5.1.3 Case 3
In third scenario used to test the model Witermo heat plant is turned on twice for a short
time during the day. In this scenario the same difficulty was observed as in case 2;
tuning all hydrodynamics simultaneously was demanding. Flow division between plants
is shown in Figure 25. These results were good. In Figure 26 flow through Takajärvi
booster pump is shown. This, again, was much more inaccurate.

Figure 25. Flows through the two active heat plants in case 3

Figure 26. Flow through Takajärvi booster pump in case 3
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Based on hydrodynamics, thermodynamics were calculated. The errors between
measured and simulated temperatures in nodes reflect the accuracy of hydraulics; results
are not as good as in case 1, but better than in case 2. The temperature error behavior is
shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Absolute temperature errors in DH network in case 3

As a conclusion, simulation results in simple cases are well aligned and comparable
with real measured values even when simulating a complex full system over 24-hour
time period. In more complex scenarios accuracy is somewhat lost.
Results are valid only within specifically defined scenarios with calibration done with
respect to several network parameters. This uncertainty with respect to pumps, pipe
characteristics and gathered data creates extensive level of freeness in network
parameters. Within this thesis all exact data needed to make the model reliable in any
given conditions is not gathered. Instead scenarios calibrated with measured data are
used to illustrate possibilities of using operational optimization of DH systems. These
three cases presented in this chapter are used for testing operational optimization in
Chapter 6.
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6 OPTIMIZATION STUDY
MPC is a good fit for this type of problem for its robustness and ability to optimize
under uncertainty. In this work, the method introduced in Selek et al. (2013) and Bene
(2012) is used. This is an algorithm utilizing permutation invariance. Algorithm is
already in use for operational optimization of water distribution network – in this thesis
the feasibility of using the same method for DH network operational optimization is
studied.
Test of optimization algorithm is run on a small test network. This simple system is
loosely based on southern parts of Kemi network with one main loop, three branches
and two power plants. It is noteworthy that this is not an aggregated model of Kemi or
any other real network, though. In detail, this test model consists of ten consumers and
two boilers, as can be seen in Figure 28. Main boiler, on the left-hand side, cannot be
shut down, and it satisfies all consumer demand when within capacity. Supplementary
boiler, on the right, is turned on only when needed during peak hours. Other network
information is shown in figure.

Figure 28. Schematics of the simple DH system used
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This preliminary study of possibility of using suggested optimization algorithm with
DH network application is described in detail in Ikonen et al. (2014). The user scenario
for simulations was selected such that the peak consumption equals the production
capacity of the base boiler. Taking into account that there are losses in the pipeline, the
peak consumption cannot be satisfied without starting up the peak boiler, unless
network charging is used. Figure 29 shows the boiler power outputs (in percentages of
full production of the main power plant), and the total accumulated consumption in the
network. In the 24h simulation, the main production site is not able to provide the
required heat with zero policy (fixed supply temperature of 115 Celsius) during the high
load periods, shown as the red line. The blue lines indicate the optimal policy for a
given range of supply temperatures. The advantages provided by optimal control policy
and heat accumulation in the DH network are clear. This result encouraged to continue
model development and to try if similar results can be reached with full Kemi DH
network.

Figure 29. Power plant power, current Kemi control policy vs. optimization algorithm

6.1 Optimization with full model – case studies
Model was tuned for three different cases, as explained in Chapter 5. For all these cases
also optimization was performed. Results compared to actual Kemi control actions are
shown in Figure 30, Figure 31 and Figure 32 for cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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The aim of optimization was to minimize utilization of peak-time boilers. A special
point of interest was to test if the predictive control could be used to avoid turning a
peak-time boiler on altogether when according to zero-policy it was required. In theory
this is possible by taking advantage of network charging and using the accumulated heat
during peak hours.
Emphasis for these case scenarios was on determining if optimization algorithm is able
to bring such results. Restrictions, such as limitations of how aggressive changes can be
made to a plant production, are not considered. Therefore results were not applicable to
real-life per se.
Optimization includes tuning parameters that affect both the computing time and quality
of results. When 24-hour optimization was run with rough discretization, optimization
took 20 minutes. Considering that on-line optimization would be done with shorter
control horizon, maybe 10 hours, this method would be fast enough to be used. Also,
even with large time-steps the quality of results was promising.

Figure 30. Plant productions with optimal and zero control policies in case 1

The first case did not include interesting characteristics optimization-wise. Demand in
network remained low enough to be satisfied with main plant throughout the day. Still,
the idea of charging the network can be seen; plant output is higher off-peak than in real
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life, during peak hours network is used to satisfy part of the demand and plant output is
lower than with zero policy.

Figure 31. Plant productions with optimal and zero control policies in case 2

Second case has two plants, Metsä-Botnia and KPA, running. Compared to first case,
this adds more interesting dynamics to the problem. As stated before, the goal of
optimization is to minimize the use of peak-plants, Metsä-Botnia in this case. Control
managed to fulfill this requirement very well.
The relationship between Metsä-Botnia and Kemi DH system is more complex than of a
normal peak-plant’s, though. As an industrial plant, Metsä-Botnia sells heat to the
network. The availability and price of this energy depends on what is happening inside
the plant, this is something that Kemi DH provider cannot affect. Sometimes it may
even be cheaper to buy heat than to produce it in the main plant, sometimes heat cannot
be bought at all. This is not taken into account in this Kemi model and optimal control
at all. Therefore optimal policy is very different from the zero-policy.
If predictive control is to be used on-line, it might be better to consider the energy
bought from Metsä-Botnia as a given parameter and to utilize the other supplementary
plants with optimized control policy in addition to that. For sure Metsä-Botnia cannot
be considered to be a typical supplementary plant.
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Figure 32. Plant productions with optimal and zero control policies in case 3

The third case was the most suitable for evaluating effect of predictive control. In
addition to main plant, supplementary plant of Witermo was turned on twice during the
day. With predictive control, it was possible to find control sequence that satisfied
required minimum supply water temperature to each consumer with significantly less
usage of supplementary plant.
As stated before, the aim of this case study was not to define a fully developed
controller that could be used on-line straightaway. Rather the scope was to study
whether this approach for DH system control is feasible. For this reason rough
discretization and missing restrictions for plant operations yielded a control sequence
that includes three separate occasions of turning on the supplementary plant while
completely running down the main plant. In real life this would not be a feasible
approach to control DH system for sure. With further developed of the optimization and
tuning its parameters, these kinds of faulty steps will be removed and control sequence
will become smoother, thus making it possible to implement the results on-line.
Evaluating the optimization results separately from the model, results were very good.
When simulations done with the model were evaluated, it was noted that much
information needed to make the model accurate was still missing. Tuning of model
parameters to reach high level of accuracy was possible in the simpler cases, but as
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multiple plants were running, accuracy was lost. This loss of accuracy obviously affects
the results of optimization. Neglecting this inherited error, optimization did bring
expected results. Optimization algorithm could be used on-line to improve operation of
DH system.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
A detailed dynamic model of a real-life district heating system was constructed. This is
a unique approach compared to other scientific reports on the topic of model-based
control of DH networks. Accurate results could be successfully obtained for given
scenarios. Nevertheless, similar problems that were stated as reasons for not using such
an approach in those reports were faced. Some of the problems, such as too long
simulation times and handling of extensive number of nodes and links, were solved.
Some other problems, such as obtaining sufficiently detailed information about the
network, still remain.
This unfinished model did, however, give additional information about Kemi district
heating system already. Once scenarios were set up to match the known points of the
system, some previously unknown details became known, such as flow directions and
heat propagation dynamics throughout the network.
Scenario-based simulation results are comparable with projects when DH system is
modeled using commercial software. In such projects the aim is to improve system
operation for example by updating control policies or by designing new pipelines. Good
example of this type of results in this thesis is finding the temperature-critical
consumers from loop structures. The benefit of using Matlab to create detailed model of
the DH system is that it is possible to add unlimited amount of features to it. Once the
code is updated to expand from scenario-based simulation to on-line predictive model,
even more possibilities become possible.
The model created in this thesis cannot be used predictively, but only in predefined
scenarios. In order to be able to simulate the system within those scenarios, additional
calibration of system parameters was needed based on measured data. Once simulation
results matched with measured values, the model was used to study the system and to
operational optimization.
Proposed optimization algorithm was implemented to run the three different scenarios.
Control policy obtained from the optimization was compared to the one actually
implemented in Kemi during the dates of scenarios. Goal of these optimizations was to
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test if this control strategy could be used to minimize utilization of supplementary
plants. The outcome of optimization of these scenarios was that it is possible to gain
improved control sequence with proposed operational optimization. Also, with further
development of both model and optimizer, it is possible to apply this method on-line.

7.1 Future work
Several steps are needed after this preliminary study for presented optimization method
to be used on-line.
An automated method of reading all measured data from network for the use of model
and controller should be created. This method will have to include some statistical
manipulations of missing and corrupted data.
All estimated values, pump curves, pipe roughnesses, pipe thermal loss coefficients and
true costs of control actions need to be determined. Most probably this would mean
conducting tests on all different types of components. Also exact friction factor
calculation has to be implemented inside the hydraulics solver and water viscosity has
to be made functions of temperature. Only when all estimations have been changed to
values corresponding to real life, final calibration of the model can be done and nonscenario dependent usage becomes possible.
In order to be able to predict the future, consumer models need to be created.
Optimization includes uncertainty considerations, but consumer model should be able to
give reasonably good estimates of future demands.
Aside the obvious benefit of savings in money with an optimal control policy, also other
benefits can be expected. Political interventions, such as financial aid for certain types
of fuels, additional tariffs and international energy politics can create large changes into
the landscape of DH systems. Ideas such as adding solar- or wind turbine driven plants
into DH network may become feasible. With this kind of full model of the complete
network, effects of such changes can be studied and justified decisions made on where
to invest. Moving forward, should new components with their own dynamics be added
to the network, its complexity will increase and the task of controlling the network may
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become overwhelming for an operator. Method presented in this thesis provides refined
information of the network to the operator and enables optimal operation even under
multiple dynamics and contradicting optimization criteria.
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